Technical Infrastructure
Wed 23/11/22 10:46

Fire alarm on the central SFDIN00513 sextant3+ nothing to see on site, no real alarms. Only the central is in alarm, no detectors. After a little while the alarm could be reset.

Fri 25/11/22 11:01

Several ventilations in East Area, CHARM, IRRAD + and others, stopped for no obvious reason. Only reason found was a signal from the "Fire fighter" that was active for 45 seconds only.

Sun 27/11/22 17:47

Water leak in BA6, caused the cooling station to stop. The magnet was isolated and the cooling station could be started again. See major Event
Energy consumption

Link to access live 400kV consumption: https://energy-grafana.app.cern.ch/d/ZHF85zSVz/power?from=now-24h&to=now&orgId=1&kiosk

Link to see all energy by machine / site: https://energy.app.cern.ch/charts